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INTRODUCTION

WELCOME TO ROOK CITY, WHERE EVIL NEVER SLEEPS!

EXPANDING THE COOPERATIVE, COMIC BOOK THEMED CARD GAME, SENTINELS OF THE MULTIVERSE, THIS GAME ADDS 2 HEROES, 4 VILLAINS, AND 2 ENVIRONMENTS TO THE ROSTER OF CHARACTERS IN THE ONGOING BATTLE FOR THE MULTIVERSE!

WHAT’S NEW?

ROOK CITY INTRODUCES A FEW NEW MECHANICS, NOTABLY, IRREDUCIBLE DAMAGE, INDESTRUCTIBLE CARDS, AND THE 🟥 ICON.

WHENEVER DAMAGE IS IRREDUCIBLE, IT CANNOT BE DECREASED BY ANY EFFECT. IRREDUCIBLE DAMAGE CAN STILL BE INCREASED OR REDIRECTED. HOWEVER, IF A TARGET IS IMMUNE TO DAMAGE, OR IF AN EFFECT PREVENTS DAMAGE TO A TARGET ENTIRELY, IRREDUCIBLE DAMAGE CANNOT BE DEALT TO THAT TARGET.

INDESTRUCTIBLE CARDS ARE RARE, BUT SERVE VERY SPECIFIC PURPOSES. AN INDESTRUCTIBLE CARD CANNOT BE DESTROYED OR REMOVED FROM PLAY BY ANY METHOD, OTHER THAN THE END OF THE GAME ITSELF.

IF A TARGET (ANY CARD WITH HP) IS INDESTRUCTIBLE, IT REMAINS IN PLAY, EVEN IF IT IS REDUCED TO 0 OR FEWER HP.

THE 🟥 ICON IS A MEANS BY WHICH THE GAME BALANCES ITSELF, BASED ON NUMBER OF HEROES FIGHTING THE VILLAIN. IT ALWAYS EQUALS THE NUMBER OF HEROES IN THE CURRENT GAME YOU ARE PLAYING, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THOSE HEROES ARE ACTIVE OR INCAPACITATED.

THUS, IN A GAME WITH THREE HEROES FIGHTING THE VILLAIN, 🟥 EQUALS 3.

IN A FOUR HERO GAME, 🟥 = 4, AND IN A FIVE HERO GAME, 🟥 = 5.

HERO BIO: MR. FIXER

THE OLD MECHANIC WHO ONLY ANSWERS TO “SLIM” USED TO RUN A MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOL FOR KIDS IN ROOK CITY. THEN, ABOUT THIRTY YEARS AGO, A GROUP OF HIS STUDENTS WERE GUNNED DOWN BY DRUG DEALERS FOR BEING IN THE WRONG PLACE AT THE WRONG TIME. SLIM CLOSED THE SCHOOL THE NEXT DAY.

FOR YEARS, SLIM JUST RAN HIS AUTO SHOP, FIXING UP CARS WITHOUT CHARGING MUCH AT ALL. BUT WITH THE PUSHERS AND DEALERS EXPANDING THEIR TERRITORIES, THREATENING MORE PEOPLE EACH DAY, SLIM TOOK TO THE STREETS, TOOLS IN HAND! TAKING THE NEW NAME “MR. FIXER”, HE DREW UPON HIS MARTIAL ARTS EXPERTISE AND HIS DAUNTLESS WILL TO BEGIN HIS PERSONAL WAR AGAINST CRIME IN HIS NEIGHBORHOOD, AND EVENTUALLY ALL OF ROOK CITY!
GAME SETUP

Each game begins by setting up the table with the villain and environment decks side by side. Feel free to select whichever heroes, villains, and environment to fight the battles which interest you the most! Set up the game according to the following diagram:

After the game setup is complete, each player draws the top four cards of their hero deck. The game begins with the villain turn, then proceeds clockwise around the table through each of the hero turns, ending the round with the environment turn. The same order is followed throughout the game: villain turn, hero turns, environment turn, repeat.

Players will need to keep track of hit points of heroes, villains, and various other targets. This can be done easily with pen and paper, chips, dice, or any other tracking method you might prefer!

HERO BIO: EXPATRIETTE

Growing up without superpowers was hard for Amanda Cohen. As the daughter of Citizen Dawn, leader of the citizens of the sun, she was expected to blossom into a leader herself with a vast array of powers. Instead, she spent her childhood scorned for being unworthy and, after a terrible battle that cost Amanda her right eye, she left her mother and the citizens of the sun behind.

Hardened against the power-hungry, she hunted tyrants and oppressors. In her crusade, she learned of groups of heroes, such as the Freedom Five, but was skeptical. With time, she grew to appreciate their use of power for good, and not for gain. Taking the name “Expatriette”, she strikes out against those who abuse power, using only her wits and an impressive arsenal of firearms.
**Villain Turn**
- **Start:** Follow any instructions on any cards in play which occur at the start of the villain turn.
- **Play:** Reveal the top card of the villain deck and play it, following any instructions printed on that card.
- **End:** Follow any instructions on any cards in play which occur at the end of the villain turn.

**Hero Turn**
- **Start:** Follow any instructions on any cards in play which occur at the start of this hero’s turn.
- **Play:** This hero’s player may choose to play one card from their hand, following any instructions printed on that card.
- **Power:** This hero’s player may choose to use one power from one of their cards in play which has a power.
  - **Note:** Even if a hero may use multiple powers in a turn, each instance of a power may only be used once per turn.
- **Draw:** This hero’s player may draw the top card of their hero deck.
- **End:** Follow any instructions on any cards in play which occur at the end of this hero’s turn.

**Additional Card Draw:** If, for any reason, a player neither plays a card nor uses a power on their turn, then they may draw an additional card during their draw phase. If, by contrast, a player skips their turn for any reason, they have skipped every phase of their turn and cannot draw any cards.

**Environment Turn**
- **Start:** Follow any instructions on any cards in play which occur at the start of the environment turn.
- **Play:** Reveal the top card of the environment deck and play it, following any instructions printed on that card.
- **End:** Follow any instructions on any cards in play which occur at the end of the environment turn.

---

**Villain Bio: Plague Rat**

Many decades ago, a foul drug-dealer controlled large swathes of the Rook City drug market. He made his hideout deep in the Rook City sewers, keeping his stash safe from competitors and law enforcement alike. However, his criminal enterprise was worn down by a long battle with a new criminal organization taking control of the city. Over time, he was entirely ousted from the streets of Rook City, and lived in the sewers to survive. Years of handling the vile drugs he sold, mixed with the toxic waste from the industrial plants, slowly twisted and mutated the dealer into a giant, hideous, rat-like monster. Now, his last shreds of humanity all but eliminated, he stalks the Rook City sewers in search of his next meal, infecting all he touches!
**DAMAGE**

All damage has a “Type” which relates to the nature of that damage. In many cases, damage type does not matter when it comes to damaging targets. However, some cards and abilities interact with damage type in a variety of ways. The **Sentinels of the Multiverse** damage types are: Cold, Energy, Fire, Infernal, Lightning, Melee, Projectile, Psychic, Radiant, Sonic, and Toxic.

Damage can also be irreducible, regardless of its type. Whenever damage is irreducible, it cannot be decreased by any effect. Irreducible damage can still be increased or redirected. However, if a target is immune to damage, or if an effect prevents damage to a target entirely, irreducible damage cannot be dealt to that target.

**MORE INFORMATION**

The next few pages contain some frequently asked questions and their answers, along with examples to further explain and inform. After that, you’ll find the glossary, full of handy definitions of keywords and important game terms. Also, the back of the rulebook has a simple turn order diagram.

Need more information? Go to www.sentinelsofthemultiverse.com, where we share exciting news from Greater Than Games, extended character bios for the heroes and villains of **Sentinels of the Multiverse**, and an active online community!

**VILLAIN BIO: THE MATRIARCH**

Young, Lillian Corvus desired fear and respect! Tired of being told to mind her manners and to make something of herself, she wrote dark poetry, searching antique stores and flea markets for shiny things. She discovered an old, feathered mask in a tiny curiosity shop. Upon donning the mask, she felt the ebon feathers on her face, and could instantly sense some great presence in the sky. Spreading her arms, she attempted to pull the force towards her, and the sky erupted in a cacophony of caws and shrieks as ravens filled the air! She found she could control the birds, directing them wherever she wished. Lillian was no more - she was now the Matriarch! She finally had the power she’d craved, and she would gain fear and respect through a reign of terror!
OVER THE COURSE OF A GAME, THERE ARE SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE CARDS TAKE PLACE SIMULTANEOUSLY OR HAVE COMPETING EFFECTS. IN ALL SITUATIONS, CARD EFFECTS THAT HAPPEN SIMULTANEOUSLY TAKE EFFECT IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THE CARDS WERE PLAYED.

EXAMPLE: AT THE END OF THE Matriarch's Villain turn, the Matriarch deals the hero target with the lowest HP 1 psychic damage. Huginn is also in play and, at the end of the Villain turn, he puts Muninn from the Villain trash into play. The Matriarch was obviously in play before Huginn, so she deals damage before Huginn pulls Muninn from the Villain trash.

ADDITIONALLY, THERE ARE TIMES WHEN PLAYERS ENCOUNTER AMBIGUOUS SITUATIONS. IN ANY AMBIGUOUS SITUATION, THE PLAYERS CHOOSE THE OUTCOME.


¿ DO DAMAGE BONUSES APPLY TO EACH INSTANCE OF DAMAGE OR TO TOTAL DAMAGE?

Damage bonuses apply to each instance of damage. If a card or power breaks out damage in any way, each instance is increased appropriately.

EXAMPLE: SPITE’S CARD “DEMON’S KISS” STATES “AT THE END OF THE VILLAIN TURN, SPITE DEALS EACH NON-VILLAIN TARGET 1 FIRE DAMAGE AND 1 INFERnal DAMAGE.” IF SOMETHING INCREASES SPITE’S DAMAGE BY 1, THEN SPITE WOULD DEAL 2 FIRE DAMAGE AND 2 INFERnal DAMAGE, FOR A TOTAL OF 4 DAMAGE. IF, INSTEAD, SOMETHING WERE TO REDUCE SPITE’S DAMAGE BY 1, HE WOULD DEAL NO DAMAGE FOR EITHER EFFECT.

VILLAIN BIO: THE CHAIRMAN

ROOK CITY INHABITANTS COMPLAIN ABOUT TERRIBLE CRIME RATES, BUT FEW ARE AWARE THAT A SINGLE ORGANIZATION, LED BY A SHADOWY FIGURE KNOWN ONLY AS “THE CHAIRMAN” IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VAST MAJORITY OF ROOK CITY’S CORRUPTION. TALES OF THE CHAIRMAN ARE FEW AND FAR BETWEEN, BUT HE HAS PURPORTEDLY HELD THE REINS OF ORGANIZED CRIME IN ROOK CITY FOR THE BETTER PART OF THE LAST CENTURY. MOST CRIMINOLOGISTS THEORIZE THAT “THE CHAIRMAN” MUST BE A TITLE, PASSED DOWN THROUGH THE YEARS. SOME WILD STORIES HAVE BEEN TOLD OF ONE MAN WHO HAS SOMEHOW LIVED THIS LONG, CONTROLLING THE STREETS SINCE THEIR CREATION, BUT THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO SUBSTANTIATE THESE CLAIMS. HOWEVER, IF SUCH A MAN DID EXIST, ROOK CITY SURELY WOULD BE AT HIS MERCY, AND THE TALES DO NOT MENTION MERCY...
**GAME FAQS - CONTINUED**

- **If irreducible damage is increased, can it be decreased again?**

  No. If 2 points of irreducible fire damage is being dealt, and that is increased by an environment card to 3 points, all of the damage is still irreducible and cannot be reduced.

- **If a target is immune to damage somehow, is it still considered a target?**

  Yes. Even though the Chairman is immune to damage on his “Master of the Underworld” side, he is still a target.

- **If my hero can use more than one power per turn, can I use the same power twice? What if I have multiple copies of the same “power” in play?**

  As noted in the “power” section on page 3, each power in play can be used a maximum of once per turn, regardless of how many powers your hero may use that turn. If a card is not limited, you can have multiple copies of it in play. However, each copy of the card is considered its own power. Since you are limited to activating one power per turn, you may thus only activate one of the two “instances” of the power during your power phase.

---

**VILLAIN BIO: THE OPERATIVE**

Sophia Deleon grew up in the hard rook city streets after her parents died, learning at an early age that fear was power. Kids in the orphanage could take free classes at a local martial arts school; Sophie started when she was only 7. Before she was 10, the school closed due to a massacre of some of the older students, but Sophie continued fighting. By 15, she led a gang of the meanest street kids - the streets were hers for a decade. Then she met the Chairman. He admired her strength, her intelligence, her ruthlessness. He made her a deal. Now, Sophia works as the right hand of the Chairman. In the underground world, just the mention of the Operative closes deals and ends resistance.
ACTIVE: An active hero has more than 0 HP. A hero is active if they are not incapacitated.

CURRENT HP: The HP of a target, relative to how much damage that target has taken, if any. For instance, a target with a maximum HP of 7 that has been dealt 2 damage has a current HP of 5.

DESTROY: When a card is destroyed, it is removed from play and placed in the appropriate trash.

DECK: The set of cards associated with a specific hero, villain, or environment. All cards in a deck have a uniform back.

DEVICE: A keyword appearing on villain cards. Devices have HP. When played, devices remain in play, but are destroyed when reduced to 0 or lower HP.

DISCARD: When a card is discarded, it is removed from a player's hand and placed in the appropriate trash.

DRAW: When a hero card is drawn, that hero card goes into the hero's player's hand, unless stated otherwise.

ENVIRONMENT: An environment is a deck not played by a player which simulates the environment in which the game takes place. Environments have a deck of 15 environment cards. Like targets, environments can be sources of damage, but, unlike targets, the environments themselves do not have HP and cannot be dealt damage.

ENVIRONMENT CARD: Any card from an environment deck.

ENVIRONMENT TARGET: Any target that is also an environment card. If a card affects non-environment targets, it can affect any targets that are not environment cards.

EQUIPMENT: A keyword appearing on hero cards. Equipment remains in play after being played and can only be destroyed by cards which specifically target equipment cards.

FLIP: A villain character card is flipped when certain criteria are met. For example, Spite's character card flips from its front to its back when there are 5 drugs in play at the start of the villain turn. Hero character cards are flipped when that hero is reduced to 0 or fewer HP.

HERO: A hero is a character played by a player. Heroes have character cards, which list the maximum HP of the hero and their innate power on the front, and their incapacitated abilities on the back. All heroes have a deck of 10 hero cards.

VILLAIN BIO: SPITE

Jonathan “Jack” Donovan was a prolific serial killer, murdering 43 people in Rook City before finally being brought to justice. After being sentenced to execution, he was offered a deal: volunteer as test specimen for a secret project by Pike Industries and have his sentence commuted to life imprisonment. Donovan and a number of other prisoners were subjected to a series of experimental drugs and mutagens, which killed most of the subjects in the first test. Donovan not only survived the tests, he flourished, granted terrible strength and power by the chemicals in his system. He escaped the lab, but was overwhelmed with hunger and need. As Spite, he continues killing, more and more victims and breaking into Pike laboratories to ingest corrupting substances.
GLOSSARY - CONTINUED

HERO CARD: ANY CARD FROM A HERO DECK.

HERO CHARACTER CARD: THE "MAIN" CARD FOR A HERO. HEROES HAVE CHARACTER CARDS, WHICH LIST THE MAXIMUM HP OF THE HERO AND THEIR INNATE POWER ON THE FRONT, AND THEIR INCAPACITATED ABILITIES ON THE BACK.

HERO TARGET: ANY TARGET THAT IS ALSO A HERO CARD OR A HERO CHARACTER CARD. IF A CARD AFFECTS NON-HERO TARGETS, IT CAN AFFECT ANY TARGETS THAT ARE NOT HERO CARDS OR HERO CHARACTER CARDS.

HP: HP REPRESENTS THE AMOUNT OF DAMAGE THAT A TARGET CAN TAKE BEFORE IT IS DESTROYED. ONLY CERTAIN CARDS HAVE HP. ALL CARDS WITH HP ARE TARGETS.

IMMUNE: IF A TARGET IS IMMUNE TO DAMAGE, ITS CURRENT HP CANNOT BE REDUCED BY DAMAGE. HOWEVER, IT MAY STILL BE TARGETED BY DAMAGE. ALSO, ITS CURRENT HP CAN STILL BE DECREASED IF ITS MAXIMUM HP ARE DECREASED, AND IT CAN STILL BE DESTROYED BY CARDS THAT DESTROY TARGETS WITHOUT DEALING DAMAGE.

INCAPACITATED: A HERO IS INCAPACITATED WHEN REDUCED TO 0 OR FEWER HP. WHEN THIS OCCURS, IMMEDIATELY REMOVE ALL OF THAT HERO'S CARDS FROM THE GAME AND FLIP THE HERO CHARACTER CARD. ON THE BACK, THE HERO HAS INCAPACITATED ABILITIES, ONE OF WHICH CAN BE USED ON EACH OF THAT HERO'S SUBSEQUENT TURNS. INCAPACITATED HEROES CANNOT REGAIN HP.

INDESTRUCTIBLE: IF A CARD IS INDESTRUCTIBLE, IT CANNOT BE DESTROYED OR REMOVED FROM PLAY. IF A TARGET IS INDESTRUCTIBLE, IT STAYS IN PLAY EVEN IF IT IS REDUCED TO 0 OR FEWER HP.

INNATE POWER: POWERS PRINTED ON THE FRONT OF THE HERO CHARACTER CARD.

IRREDUCIBLE: IF DAMAGE IS IRREDUCIBLE, IT CANNOT BE DECREASED BY ANY EFFECT. IRREDUCIBLE DAMAGE CAN STILL BE INCREASED OR REDIRECTED. IRREDUCIBLE DAMAGE CAN ALSO BE PREVENTED ENTIRELY BY EFFECTS THAT PREVENT DAMAGE, OR BY TARGETS THAT ARE IMMUNE TO DAMAGE.

KEYWORD: THE WORDS IN THE RECTANGULAR BOX AT THE TOP OF ANY GAME TEXT SECTION. ANY KEYWORDS NOT DEFINED IN THIS GLOSSARY WILL MAKE SENSE CIRCUMSTANTIALLY.

LIMITED: A KEYWORD APPEARING ON HERO CARDS. LIMITED CARDS ARE UNIQUE, IN THAT ONLY ONE CARD OF THAT NAME CAN BE IN PLAY AT ONE TIME. IF A LIMITED CARD WITH THE SAME NAME AS A LIMITED CARD ALREADY IN PLAY WOULD COME INTO PLAY, THE SECOND CARD IS PUT INTO THE APPROPRIATE TRASH INSTEAD.

MAXIMUM HP: A TARGET'S HP AS PRINTED, UNLESS MAXIMUM HP IS BEING INCREASED OR DECREASED BY ANY EFFECTS. A TARGET CANNOT REGAIN HP PAST ITS MAXIMUM HP AMOUNT.

ONE-SHOT: A KEYWORD APPEARING ON HERO AND VILLAIN CARDS. THE EFFECTS OF A ONE-SHOT CARD HAPPEN IMMEDIATELY, AFTER WHICH THE ONE-SHOT CARD IS MOVED TO THE APPROPRIATE TRASH.

ONGOING: A KEYWORD APPEARING ON HERO AND VILLAIN CARDS. ONGOING CARDS REMAIN IN PLAY AFTER BEING PLAYED AND CAN ONLY BE DESTROYED BY CARDS WHICH SPECIFICALLY TARGET ONGOING CARDS OR DESTROY ALL CARDS IN PLAY.

PLAY: WHEN A CARD IS PLAYED, THE TEXT ON IT TAKES EFFECT, AND THEN THE CARD EITHER STAYS IN PLAY OR GOES TO THE APPROPRIATE TRASH, DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF CARD. HERO CARDS ARE PLAYED FROM PLAYERS' HANDS, WHILE VILLAIN AND ENVIRONMENT CARDS ARE PLAYED FROM THE TOP OF THE VILLAIN OR ENVIRONMENT DECKS, RESPECTIVELY.

POWER: AN ABILITY POSSESSED BY HEROES THAT CAN BE USED DURING A HERO'S POWER PHASE. A GIVEN POWER MAY ONLY BE USED ONCE BY A HERO DURING THAT HERO'S POWER PHASE, EVEN IF THAT HERO IS ALLOWED TO USE MORE THAN ONE POWER DURING THEIR POWER PHASE.
DIRECT: Damage that is redirected does not affect the original target. Instead, it affects the target to whom it is redirected.

RESTORE: When a target has HP restored, increase its current HP by that amount, up to but not exceeding its maximum HP.

ROOK CITY: A crime-ridden city, where evil never sleeps! Also, the first expansion to the award winning game, Sentinels of the Multiverse!

NEMESIS: Each villain has a nemesis hero indicated by the hero icon of the nemesis located on the villain character card. Heroes and villains who are nemesis have their damage increased by one when dealing damage to each other.

ROUND: The period of time beginning with the villain turn, proceeding through each of the hero turns, and ending with the environment turn.

SENTINELS OF THE MULTIVERSE: The greatest cooperative, fixed-deck, comic book themed card game in the multiverse!

TARGET: Any card with HP is a target.

TRASH: Each deck in the game has a trash into which cards from that deck are placed when they are destroyed, discarded, or otherwise moved there.

TURN: The portion of the game during which all of the actions associated with a given deck take place. The three types of turns in Sentinels of the Multiverse are hero turns, villain turns, and environment turns.

VILLAIN: A villain is a character not played by a player. Villains have character cards, which list the maximum HP of the villain as well as the setup, gameplay, and advanced rules for that specific villain. Villain character cards have two sides, and may flip in the course of play. Villains also have a deck of 25 villain cards.

VILLAIN CARD: Any card from a villain deck.

VILLAIN CHARACTER CARDS: The “main” cards for a villain. Villains have character cards which list the maximum HP of the villain as well as the setup, gameplay, and advanced rules for that specific villain.

VILLAIN TARGET: Any target that is also a villain card or a villain character card. If a card affects non-villain targets, it can affect any targets that are not villain cards or villain character cards.

GO FORTH, HEROES!

You and your allies have been called to defeat the villains who threaten our world! It is time to answer the call – join your teammates in fighting evil as defenders of the world... protectors of the universe...
Villain Turn
- START! Start of the Villain Turn
- PLAY! Play a Villain Card
- END! End of the Villain Turn

Hero Turns
- START! Start of the Hero Turn
- PLAY! Play a Hero Card
- POWER! Use a Power
- DRAW! Draw a Hero Card
- END! End of the Hero Turn

Environment Turn
- START! Start of the Environment Turn
- PLAY! Play an Environment Card
- END! End of the Environment Turn

H = The Number of Heroes